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Western Pennsylvania School for Blind Children (WPSBC)

“WPSBC’s mission is to be a 
leading educational facility 

and outreach provider.  
WPSBC offers a full range of 

exceptional individualized special 
education services fostering maximum 
independence for students with visual 

impairment.”

www.bvrspittsburgh.org www.wpsbc.org

WPSBC is an educational facility committed to teaching students who are 
visually impaired with severe concomitant disabilities. WPSBC also provides early 
intervention and outreach services to visually impaired students, with or without 

additional challenges, throughout western Pennsylvania.

Did you know?
•	The majority of WPSBC’s students also have cognitive and ambulatory 

challenges and the school’s facility and programming are tailored 
for boys and girls who require distinct educational and supportive 
services.

•	WPSBC approximately has 175 enrolled students annually from 242 
school districts within western Pennsylvania. Students may enroll at 
age two and they can continue until 21.

•	WPSBC staff focus on helping students use their “residual” vision to 
the best of their ability. The curriculum emphasizes the acquisition 
of life skills.

TechBridgeWorld started 
collaborating with WPSBC in 

2009 to explore projects related 
to navigation and education 

for the visually impaired. 
Researchers have since conducted 

needs assessment and user 
testing for navigation technology 

tools with WPSBC’s contacts.

BVRSP is a private, nonprofit, United Way agency that believes in independence 
through rehabilitation.  For over 100 years, BVRS of Pittsburgh has worked with 

people who are blind, deafblind or vision impaired to become independent.

Did you know?
•	Many of the BVRSP instructors are are blind or vision impaired 

themselves. 

•	BVRSP programs include: Personal Adjustment to Blindness 
Training; Vocation and Employment Services; Low Vision 
Services; State-of-the-Art Computer Access Technology Center; 
Summer Youth Programs; Services for Seniors; Preschool Vision 
Screening; In-Home Instruction; Community Services; Day 
Programs for People with Disabilities.

•	BVRSP also offers  vocational and employment services, a low 
vision rehabilitation program, and employment.

TechBridgeWorld started 
collaborating with BVRSP in 2008 

to explore projects related to 
navigation and education for the 

visually impaired. Researchers 
have since conducted needs 

assessment and user testing for 
navigation technology tools with 

BVRSP’s staff and contacts.

“We believe that every person with 
vision loss and hearing loss can be 

taught to use their other senses 
and the vision that remains to live 

independently and with confidence. 
We believe that every blind person 

can learn adaptive techniques 
and develop new skills so they may live 

independently.”
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These are some of the clues  
sighted people use to navigate...

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/7/73/Grand_Central_Station_Main_Concourse_Jan_2006.jpg

http://ecx.images-amazon.com/images/I/71doS5aP3CL.jpg

http://stmatthewpittsburgh.com/wp-content/uploads/2010/05/exit.jpg

http://gentleartofwandering.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/07/P1030504-1024x768.jpg

http://www.centralsubwayblog.com/blog/wp-content/uploads/2012/04/road-work-sign.JPG

http://wikitravel.org/upload/shared/archive/7/72/20111219182809!Pitts
burgh_dow
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4.staticf ickr.com/3575/3576710428_98980f3f42_o.jpg

http://www.labelscar.com/wp-content/uploads/2008/11/orange-park-mall-07.JPG

http://stlouispatina.f les.wordpress.com/2011/02/northside2bin2bthe2bsnow2b002.jpg

Sighted people can rely on signs and 
maps to orient themselves and obtain 
information about potential danger in 
their environment. Imagine if you could 
not see that the path in front of you was 
icy, or if you couldn’t see where to turn 
in a train station...

These are some of the clues blind and  
visually impaired people use to navigate...

Orientation
and Mobility

http://www.f oorsave.co.uk/blog/wp-content/uploads/2013/10/carpet-vs-h
ardwood.jp
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The edges of carpet and other types 
of fooring can often help visually 

impaired people using a white cane 
navigate indoors 

http://1.bp.blogspot.com/-T0aa32paQFg/Ua9diD0b1aI/AAAAAAAAAdQ/Bm9s4JbWw2k/s1600/DSC04058.JP
G

Olfactory clues like the smell of coffee 
or other foods can alert visually 

imapired navigators of passing a 
coffee shop or restaurant

http://www.drinkingwaterfountains.co.uk/wp/wp-content/uploads/2009/10/DrinkinFountain.jpg

A change in wall texture or a drinking 
fountain can be a very useful landmark 
when trailing the wall with a hand for 
guidance in indoor navigation

http://www.mydoorsign.com/MDS/TactileTouch-ADA-Elevator-Sign-Braille/SKU-SB-1002.aspx

Braille signs on the walls are very 
helpful, however buildings often do 
not have all of their signs translated to 
braille

Corners of rooms are helpful 
landmarks as well as windows and 
other features of the building itself

http://www.themaddenteam.com/wp-content/uploads/2010/03/P1040412.JPG

http://farm6.staticf ickr.com/5115/5829877714_1ce0f030d1.jpg

Intersections of hallways are also useful 
landmarks for navigation
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Orientation and Mobility 
(O&M) specialists train 
visually impaired people to 
navigate independently.  

http://www.lighthouse.org/services-and-assistance/lifestyle-independence/orientation-mobility
-tra

ining/

Less complex skills of human 
guide and various other indoor 

safety skills and techniques 
(such as hand trailing a wall) 

are introduced frst.

http://www.atarizona.com/media/BVI/BVIhumanguide9.jpg

http://1.bp.blogspot.com/-wvF-yc9dIJU/T0GKz2ERXBI/AAAAAAAAAgY/k1bu_GDHTVc/s1600/IM
G_1387.jp
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More advanced complex 
outdoor skills and techniques 

are then introduced.

Even the most adept 
travelers have a need for 
indoor and/or outdoor 
familiarization services 
from an O&M specialist

http://lighthouselouisiana.org/media/O%26M%20-%20Ron%20%26%20Michael.jpg
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Visually Impaired Technology Use

Technology training
•	 The	need	for	technology	training	varies	greatly	depending	on	the	individual	and	device	in	question.	
Some	use	personal	training	or	assistance	with	new	technologies,	the	majority	do	not.
•	 For	learning	complex	technologies,	it	could	take	several	days	to	weeks	or	longer.	Simpler	technologies	
could	be	learned	in	less	than	a	day.	New	technologies	are	learned	most	rapidly	when	the	directions	
and	layout	are	clear	and	intuitive,	and	there	is	access	to	braille	instructions.

Examples of assistive navigation technologies 

Preferred technology input modalities Preferred technology output

Barriers that preclude adopting new assistive technologies

Technology preferences
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